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The victim was young. Female. And black. Her skull had been smashed in, her face decomposed

beyond all recognition. But for Detective Chief Inspector Jane Tennison, the corpse that had just

been found in one of London's poorest communities was only the beginning of a case that would

tear apart an already divided city...and embroil the gritty cop and her force in a hotbed of racial

strife, shocking accusations, and sudden, wrenching violence. But Jane Tennison was not a woman

who let anything get in the way of her passion for justice. Not the racism of some of the boys in the

station house, or the slippery politicking of her superiors. Not even when her own stormy love life

explodes in sleazy tabloid headlines. Because a brutal and seductive killer was still at large, luring

innocent girls from London's midnight streets. And because for Jane Tennison, stalking her prime

suspect has become an obsession-one that could send her spiraling over the edge...
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I'm a huge crime fiction lover and I especially love those that are based on truth. So, when the

chance arose to review books 1 and 2 in Ms. La Plante's Prime Suspect series, I jumped. What I

found in these two books was gripping complexity that will leave the reader hungry for more!In

Prime Suspect, Jane Tennison's a woman doing a man's job. And those men...well, they aren't too

pleased about it, so she has a lot to prove. All she wants is a chance to lead an investigation and

prove that she's worthy of doing it the boys' way. She gets her break, when quite unexpectedly, the

lead Chief Investigator dies of heart failure and she's thrown into the driver's seat of a murder

investigation. Tennison digs around and digs deep, causing a lot of ruckus around the precinct.



When the clues she finds lead to a new angle, the Prime Suspect is set for release.I really enjoyed

reading about Tennison's tense investigation and watching her prove herself to the boys. I felt

myself transform to the middle of the story, as I saw the events unfold through her eyes. It really

was a good ride as I followed her on the investigation, searching for the clues, and trying to find out

just who the real victim was!In A Face In Crowd, the tensions are once again rising and leaping to

the heart of the story. Tennison is back in full swing and her investigating is once again complex.

She's still on a bout to prove her self as the Chief Investigator to her male co-workers. They still

don't feel she's up to the work, but when another killer is on the loose in the heart of London, it will

be up to Tennison to, once again, prove that she can get the prime suspect before they escape.The

ride was once again a tense one, this time, filled with racism and hatred of the worst.
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